
Automate and Orchestrate 
Your Internal Risk Management



Gain Full Visibility and Control While Generating Powerful
Insights Into Your Internal Risk Management Practice

With the Centraleyes Platform.

“Centraleyes has changed the world of GRC with a completely
new approach that leverages the power of automation.

Through the power of automation, we help companies overcome their 
biggest GRC challenges, transforming risk management into a dynamic, 
easy, and ongoing process, rather than a manual and very inefficient way 
of working with only partial results.

By always focusing on the customer’s outcomes, we make GRC a more 
efficient, more intuitive, and ultimately, a more beautiful experience.”

Yair Solow, Founder & CEO

Onboard and implement in under 60 seconds. 
Onboard hundreds of vendors quickly and get 

started with ease using our smart questionnaires 
and automated workflow functionality

Focus on mitigating gaps by leveraging the 
automated remediation center where you can easily 

analyse data via a clear visual dashboard

Generate real-time, comprehensive and intuitive 
reports effortlessly, to oversee and convey your 

cyber risk posture to executives and auditors

Immediately automate and orchestrate risk 
management with over 10 risk frameworks, all with 

preloaded surveys and integration assessments

Onboard Automate

Remediate Report



The Challenge:
Risk Management is Hard and Manual

When it comes to protecting your most valuable assets, cybersecurity tools are only part of the equation. Risk 
management is every bit as important. Analyzing, quantifying, and mitigating potential threats before they 
become issues is critical, especially now. 

Infosec teams already faced a difficult landscape before the pandemic. The cybercrime sector was already 
growing more sophisticated, with the emergence of new business models, SaaS solutions on every corner and 
the Internet of Things exploding, cyber attacks were a daily occurrence. 

Then came the pandemic and with it the shift to distributed work, and things went from difficult to 
overwhelming, a 600% increase in cyber attacks in 2020-2021. Large vulnerabilities such as  Log4J simply show us 
how exposed we really all are. Everyone is under attack.  

Businesses that are still reliant on outdated solutions like spreadsheets and legacy risk management software 
have quickly recognized that these tools are obsolete, and small teams are the ones who have felt this most.



Centraleyes
Internal Risk Management Simplified
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Centraleyes Features 

Configure platform in minutes 
to fit the organization’s unique 

structure and needs with no 
code or learning curve

Supports APIs with top 
security tools and features 60+ 

pre-loaded industry 
frameworks and standards

Multi-tenancy allows for 
team collaboration, more 

accountability, and 
increased awareness

Implement an Onboard in a Single Day

Automate workflows and 
alerts with AI-powered 

remediation planning and an 
automated risk register

Leverage Smart Mapping
to automatically cross-walk 

shared controls across
multiple frameworks

Quantify metrics for 
benchmarking and tracking 

progress over time automatically

Automate and Orchestrate All the Manual Work

Automatically generate reports, 
improve satisfaction and 

productivity

Convert technical risk into 
business risk showing empirical 

data trends

Cutting-edge visual dashboard, 
clear and easy to comprehend

Simplify Executive Level Reporting



Transform Internal Risk Management in Your Organization

Gain full control and visibility into your organization's risk landscape with a fully automated solution 
that simplifies onboarding, data collection & analysis, remediation, and reporting.

Less Time, Lower Costs

Automate the complex manual work around data collection,
analysis, and remediation.

Spend 90% less time on data collection and management.

Expedite cyber risk management with minimal resources.

Quantify your threat landscape through smart surveys, live
data feeds, external threat intelligence and curated alerts.

Gain a complete, real-time view of your ecosystem across
multiple frameworks.

Generate and distribute customizable reports tailored to
your specific needs.

A cutting-edge centralized dashboard presents threat data and
benchmarks in an intuitive, digestible way.

AI-powered remediation automates remediation by creating
tickets based on priority.

Leverage an affordable, code-free enterprise-grade solution
that scales with

Chose frameworks from Cetnraleyes’s extensive library.

Create and manage your own frameworks, risks, tags,
and target scores..

Enjoy the SaaS solution that it’s always innovating and
adapting to your needs.

Tear Down Security Silos

Flexibility and Control

Risk Management, Simplified



Centraleyes is the industry’s latest, most advanced cloud-based integrated cyber risk
management platform. Centraleyes gives organizations the unparalleled ability to automate
and orchestrate their entire cyber risk and compliance processes. Centraleyes provides an
exceptional ability to see, understand, and react to cyber risks in a dynamic and effective
way. Organizations that deploy Centraleyes save time and resources, and increase their cyber
resilience in a world of ever-evolving risks. It is truly cyber risk management reimagined.

 www.centraleyes.com   |   info@centraleyes.com


